Iris Johansen The Killing Game
Eventually, you will enormously discover a new experience and feat by spending more
cash. still when? pull oﬀ you allow that you require to acquire those all needs past having
signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to comprehend even more nearly the globe, experience,
some places, gone history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your completely own mature to take action reviewing habit. among guides you could
enjoy now is Iris Johansen The Killing Game below.

Dark Summer Iris Johansen 2008-10-21
With a lightning-fast pace, unforgettable
characters, and gut-wrenching action, Iris
Johansen's Dark Summer is compelling
terrain for this master storyteller. It begins
with a single shot. Devon Brady is a devoted
veterinarian working in a makeshift hospital
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

on a remote search and rescue mission.
When a man arrives with his wounded black
Lab, Ned, she has no idea that she is about
to be plunged into a whirlwind of terror and
destruction. Jude Marrock is out for revenge
and has no choice but to involve Devon in a
high-stakes cat-and-mouse game with an
escalating body count. She doesn't trust him
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one bit, but when the shots start ﬂying and
friends start falling, she ﬁnds herself with
nowhere else to run. And there are innocent
lives, both human and animal, at stake,
including Ned and his mysterious pack. Is
Jude her salvation or her damnation? Are the
secrets he's protecting worth killing for . . .
or dying for?
Hunting Fear Kay Hooper 2005 Psychic
investigator Lucas Jordan, sought after by
police throughout the nation for his ability to
locate missing people, responds to what
seems to be a routine string of kidnappings
and ﬁnds himself targeted by a ruthless
adversary.
The Search Iris Johansen 2007-12-18 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • He strikes
without warning. He kills without mercy.
He's only just begun. As part of an elite K-9
search and rescue team, Sarah Patrick and
her golden retriever, Monty, have a gift for
ﬁnding what no one else can. But their
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

latest assignment is not like the others. This
time Sarah is being forced to take part in a
deadly mission . . . by a man who knows
enough about her past to ensure her
cooperation. Billionaire John Logan's topsecret venture has been sabotaged, its
facilities destroyed, and its handpicked staﬀ
massacred. The sole survivor is being held
for ransom. Logan knows that the only way
to save the man—and the secrets he
holds—is to ﬁnd him as soon as possible.
Sarah is furious when she is strong-armed
into joining Logan on his search. And once
she takes the perilous assignment, not even
Logan's promises that she and Monty will be
safe may be enough to protect them.
Because a killer is devising a sadistic
vengeance . . . and he may soon ﬁnd use for
Sarah.
Pandora's Daughter Iris Johansen
2007-10-16 Building a successful practice on
her ability to empathize with her patients,
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physician Megan Blair is haunted by the
mysterious loss in childhood of her mother,
from whom she inherited emerging psychic
powers that others would exploit for
murderous purposes. 500,000 ﬁrst printing.
Bonnie Iris Johansen 2012-01-24 When her
beloved 7-year-old daughter disappears
during a class trip, forensic sculptor Eve
Duncan dedicates her talents to protecting
other children and helping families to ﬁnd
closure while searching for her own
daughter's killer, in a conclusion to the
trilogy that began with Eve and Quinn.
Reprint. A best-selling novel.
Blind Alley Iris Johansen 2017-08-29
Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan confronts her
ultimate challenge when she is asked to
identify the victims of a serial killer who is
going to remarkable lengths to hide the
identity of his victims.
Eve Iris Johansen 2011-04-19 The #1
bestselling author Iris Johansen delivers the
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

ﬁrst in a trilogy that will begin to answer
questions that have haunted her legion of
fans for over a decade, in her next novel of
breathtaking suspense Eve Duncan's
mission in life is to bring closure to the
families who have experienced the agony of
a missing child. As a forensic sculptor, she is
able to piece together bones, create a face,
and bring an identity to a child who would
have otherwise gone unidentiﬁed...maybe
forever. Eve is brilliant, and driven, and
tormented--because her own daughter,
Bonnie, was taken from her years ago. And
Eve has never discovered what happened to
her. But now a name from the past
resurfaces, thanks to CIA agent Catherine
Ling who knows all too well what it's like to
lose a child. After teaming up with Agent
Ling to ﬁnd her missing son, Eve and
Catherine share a bond forged by their
mutual pain. Now, Catherine challenges Eve
with a name: John Gallo. A man from Eve's
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past. A man, seemingly raised from the
dead, whose whereabouts are unknown.
Could Gallo be the missing piece to the
puzzle that has haunted Eve for years? Why
was he in Atlanta just before Bonnie's
disappearance? With a brilliant narrative
that goes back to Eve Duncan's early life,
exploring her history and motivations like no
other novel before, Eve reveals longguarded secrets and is guaranteed to leave
Johansen fans panting for more.
Dark Summer Jon Cleary 2013-05-20 In the
heat of an Australian summer, Inspector
Scobie Malone of the New South Wales
police ﬁnds the body of a promising
informer, Scungy Grime, ﬂoating face down
in his family's backyard swimming pool.
Scobie is investigating Sydney's major drugdealing operation, and Grime's murder is a
clear warning. Malone's family is put under
police protection-a nightmare for Scobie,
who had always been able to separate his
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

professional obligations from his home life.
But Scobie is determined not to be
frightened oﬀ the job and leads the search
for the murderer. Scungy Grime turns out to
be only the ﬁrst victim of an innovative killer
who injects his victims with curare. The trail
leads in many directions: to Grime's former
boss, retired big-time criminal Jack Aldwych;
to Aldwych's son, Junior, who is using his
father's ill-gotten fortune to build a
legitimate business empire; to Junior's
unlikely girlfriend, Janis, a tough-nut social
worker who counsels drug addicts; and to
the original target, Sydney's drug king,
Danny Pelong, who is annoyed because an
unknown newcomer is muscling in on his
patch. The case before Malone is baﬄing.
Worried as he is for his family's safety,
distracted by his partner's troublesome love
life, with the bite of economic recession
casting gloom, this dark summer seems
endless-until a vital clue appears, and the
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case begins to unravel.
Quinn Iris Johansen 2011-07-12 #1 New
York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen
explores the darkest corners of the human
heart as forensic sculptor Eve Duncan closes
in on the killer who stole her daughter so
many years ago. As a former Navy SEAL
turned cop, Joe Quinn has seen the face of
evil and knows just how deadly it can be.
When he ﬁrst met Eve Duncan, he never
expected to fall in love with a woman whose
life would be deﬁned by her dual desires to
bring home her missing daughter and
discover the truth behind her
disappearance---no matter how devastating.
With the help of CIA agent Catherine Ling,
they make a shocking discovery that sheds
new light on young Bonnie's abduction and
puts Quinn squarely in the crosshairs of
danger. Eve's ﬁrst love, John Gallo, a soldier
supposedly killed in the line of duty, is very
much alive---and very much a threat.
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

Emotionally charged, with one shock after
another, Quinn reveals the electricity of Joe
and Eve's ﬁrst connection, and how they fell
in love in the midst of haunting tragedy. As
their search takes them deeper and deeper
into a web of murder and madness, Joe and
Eve must confront their most primal fears . .
. and test their resolve to uncover the
ultimate bone-chilling truth.
Dead Aim Iris Johansen 2003-04-01 #1 New
York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen
delivers a knockout novel, as an unlikely
pair of allies must expose a team of killers
hiding behind an unspeakable act of
terror—and risk ending up their next target.
She witnesses death through the eye of her
camera. Now a relentless killer is focused on
her. A celebrated photojournalist, Alex
Graham has seen it all--but her latest
assignment has forced her across a
dangerous line. What happens when a
reporter does more than just report? She
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has recorded some of the most tragic and
heartbreaking of catastrophes, everything
from natural disasters to infamous acts of
terror. Her experiences have left her forever
marked with the human side of tragedy. So
when a dam breaks in Arapahoe Junction,
Colorado, Alex is once more at the site
doing more than just snapping pictures—she
is in the mud with a shovel digging for
survivors. What happens when the reporter
becomes the story? Alex ﬁnds more than
she bargained for. In one terrible instant,
she is witness to a conspiracy that will stun
a nation. The oﬃcial story is just a cover-up
for a truth so frightening, so unthinkable,
anyone who threatens to reveal it must be
silenced. Forever. And now that someone is
Alex Graham. The ﬁrst attempt on her life is
swift and brutal. Only barely escaping, she
ﬁnds an ally in an improbable source.
Billionaire ﬁnancier John Logan has his own
reasons for protecting Alex, and these
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

reasons alone are likely to get her killed.
Using his vast connections and inﬂuences,
Logan assigns a bodyguard to protect her.
Judd Morgan is the best covert commando in
the business, and if anyone can keep Alex
safe, it’s this quietly dangerous man. The
problem is, Alex doesn’t want to be kept
safe by Judd, whose checkered past has
made him the target of an unseen assassin
who dogs his every step. “Smoothly written,
tightly plotted, turbocharged thriller . . .
Johansen doesn’t miss.”—Kirkus Reviews
Mind Game Iris Johansen 2017-10-24 "Mind
Game takes Jane MacGuire back to Scotland
where she continues her search for the
treasure she’s been chasing for years. But
now she’s being plagued by dreams of a girl
in danger. Who is this girl, and what is she
trying to tell Jane? And will Jane ﬁgure it out
before it’s too late -- for her and the
mysterious young woman? Things are
further complicated when Seth Caleb comes
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back into Jane’s life. This time he’s the one
in trouble, and Jane will ﬁnd herself pulled
unexpectedly into his world as she ﬁghts to
save him. With the adventure, intrigue, and
explosive energy that Iris Johansen fans
love, Mind Game is a high-octane thriller
that readers won’t be able to put down." -From Amazon.com
Fatal Tide Iris Johansen 2004-08 Determined
to protect herself from the horrors of her
childhood, a young woman ﬁnds her remote
island refuge terrorized by ruthless
mercenaries and heads to the open seas in
a perilous race against time to ﬁnd the site
of a lost city before it is too late. Reprint.
High Stakes Iris Johansen 2022-04-26 All
bets are oﬀ as #1 New York Times
bestselling author Iris Johansen introduces
gambler Logan Tanner, a man with a secret
past that's about to come back to haunt
him. Logan Tanner lives the exhilarating life
of a professional gambler, taking risks with
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

nerves of steel. From casinos in Macau to
Monte Carlo to Milan, he's racked up a
fortune and become a living legend. But all
the glitz and glamor hide a dark and violent
past as an extractor--a world that comes
rushing back to him when the beautiful and
innocent Lara Balkon enters his life. Soon
Logan is drawn into the conﬂict between two
Russian maﬁa bosses over Lara, whose life
now hangs in the balance. Logan has been
oﬀered something more valuable to him
than money--information he desperately
needs--in exchange for getting Lara out of
Russia and to safety. Once together, Tanner
discovers that Lara is a force to be reckoned
with in her own right. Tanner's search for
the truth leads them to the bright lights of
Las Vegas. Where the person who was
hunting Lara now lies in wait for them. With
the stakes climbing with each deadly
confrontation, Logan and Lara are soon
catapulted into a game against pure evil.
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The odds are stacked against them, but it's
a game they know they must play...even if it
may cost them their lives.
Blood Game Iris Johansen 2010-04-20 In the
aftermath of the murder of a senator's
daughter, Eve Duncan is horriﬁed by the
killer's tactic of draining the victim's blood,
as the case draws her into the web of a
serial killer who taunts her with hints about
her missing daughter.
The Persuasion Iris Johansen 2020-06-02
When she becomes a madman's target, Eve
Duncan's daughter Jane must team up with
longtime love interest Seth Caleb in this
suspense novel from the #1 bestselling
author of Smokescreen. Forensic sculptor
Eve Duncan and ex-Navy Seal Joe Quinn are
about to give Seth Caleb their trust for the
most important duty of his life: keeping their
daughter, Jane, safe at any cost. Her talent
as an artist has caught the attention of a
brilliant psychopath with a violent past.
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

Seth, Jane's strongest ally and ﬁercest
protector, is determined to keep her out of
danger, but that becomes nearly impossible
when Jane is forced to take matters into her
own hands and confronts the madman who
wants her for himself . . . and wants Seth
Caleb dead. As Jane and Seth chase down
their bloodthirsty adversary, they ﬁnally
commit to a life together -- in the
culmination of the epic love story that fans
have been eagerly anticipating. As the two
come face to face with danger, one thing is
made clear: it will take both of them working
together to confront and defeat this evil.
High Country Nevada Barr 2005-02-01 It's
fall in the Sierra Mountains, and Anna
Pigeon is slinging hash in Yosemite National
Park's historic Ahwahnee Hotel. Four young
people, all seasonal park employees, have
disappeared, and two weeks of work by
crack search-and-rescue teams have failed
to turn up a single clue; investigators are
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unsure as to whether the four went AWOL
for reasons of their own - or died in the park.
Needing an out-of-park ranger to work
undercover, Anna is detailed to dining room
duty; but after a week of waiting tables, she
knows the missing employees are only the
ﬁrst indication of a sickness threatening the
park. Her twenty-something roommates
give up their party-girl ways and panic; her
new restaurant colleagues regard her with
suspicion and fear. Yet when Anna's life if
threatened and her temporary supervisor
turns a deaf ear, she follows the scent of
evil, taking a solo hike up a snowy trial to
the high country, seeking answers. What
awaits her is a nightmare of death and
greed - and perhaps her ﬁnal adventure.
The Killing Game Iris Johansen 2000 Top
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is forced into a
deadly game of terror with a twisted
murderer who uses the mysterious
circumstances surrounding her daughter's
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

death as a way to lure her to him.
Sight Unseen Iris Johansen 2014-07-15 She
was safe in a world of darkness. Now danger
threatens in the cold light of day... Before
the experimental surgery that gave her
sight, Kendra Michaels developed her other
senses to an amazing capacity. Now she can
identify a Nissan by the sound of its engine,
a Norelco electric razor by the pattern of
stubble it leaves behind, or an obscure
colorless ﬁre accelerant by its sweet smell.
Law enforcement agencies clamor for her
rare powers of perception and observation,
too often disrupting the life she has built
helping others through music therapy.
Because so very often, only Kendra can get
the job done. But in this case, it's Kendra
who ﬁrst realizes that the apparent traﬃc
accident on San Diego's historic Cabrillo
Bridge is in fact a murder scene, and she
rushes to alert the police before crucial
evidence is destroyed. As the body count
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rises and one murder unveils another, a
gruesome pattern emerges. Someone is
killing people in ways that mirror Kendra's
most notorious cases. She has a fan:
someone who admires her work and is
twisted enough to show that admiration
through murder--while naming himself after
the biggest art forger of the 20th century.
He views himself not as a monster but as an
artist. And he is not working alone. In Iris
Johansen's New York Times bestseller, Sight
Unseen, as the darkness closes in, near
enough to touch Kendra and those she
loves, Kendra must come face to face with
her greatest fears--and her most ruthless
enemy. A man who moves through the
shadows, a man she may even know, who
hides behind the mask of sanity, sight
unseen.
The Bullet Iris Johansen 2021-06-08 From a
#1 New York Times bestselling author, a
woman ﬁnally gets her happily-ever-after
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

ending with the man she loves—until a
woman on the run shows up on her doorstep
with enough secrets to get them all killed.
Sleep No More Iris Johansen 2013-03-19
Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is shocked to
discover the true identity of a woman who
has escaped from a mental hospital and
enlists the help of rogue FBI proﬁler Kendra
Michaels to take down a killer who is
targeting her family.
Hunting Eve Iris Johansen 2013-07-16
Hunting Eve is the next New York Times
bestseller in Iris Johansen's pulse-pounding
series that Kirkus Reviews calls "ﬁlled with
intriguing twists and characters and an
overarching mystery that will keep fans
coming back." She was taken for a reason.
Chosen for her skills as a forensic sculptor.
Abducted by the deranged father of a serial
killer and forced to reconstruct his dead
son's skull from bone fragments. Now Eve
Duncan has escaped her captor—and she's
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running for her life. Alone. Unarmed. In the
mountains of Colorado, Eve must use all of
her strength, courage, and wits to survive
this madman's obsession. But Jim Doane is
not the only player in the game. While Joe
Quinn, Jane MacGuire, and Kendra Michaels
search for Eve in the abandoned mining
town that could be her ultimate refuge—or
her grave—a stranger with ties to her longago past is closing in, circling like a wolf,
and HUNTING EVE.
A Face to Die For Iris Johansen 2022-06-14
Eve Duncan attempts to unearth one of
history’s mostintriguing lost secrets in this
adventure ripped from the pages of Greek
mythology, by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Iris Johansen.
Archaeologist Riley Smith has been
obsessed with Helen of Troy since she was a
small girl, trailing her professor father all
over the world in search of the tomb of the
world’s most beautiful woman. Professor
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

Smith put his life on the line to prove that,
instead of a myth, Helen had been a living,
breathing queen. Riley seeks the help of
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan, who has the
unusual skills necessary to recreate the face
that launched a thousand ships—revealing
Helen’s true appearance for the ﬁrst time in
history. But convincing Eve to take on the
challenge will be diﬃcult because her eﬀorts
could come at great personal risk to her and
her family… Tomb raiders have murdered
Riley’s father, and now she is more
determined than ever to reach the burial
site ﬁrst, avenge his death, and enlist Eve’s
aid. Also on hand to help is dashing ﬁxer
and treasure hunter Michael Cade, but could
he have his own secret agenda when it
comes to ﬁnding Helen? Now both Riley and
Eve are in danger and in a race across one
of the most remote parts of the world. All
they have is their trust in each other and
their belief in a dream as they hunt for
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Helen.
The Face of Deception Iris Johansen 2012
Number-one "New York Times"-bestselling
author Johansen creates a compelling novel
of suspense, and introduces her most
popular character ever: forensic sculptor
Eve Duncan.
Stalemate Iris Johansen 2006-12-26 The
suspense begins with a phone call and leads
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan onto the
harrowing trail of a killer that even the most
cold-blooded killers fear to face. No one
leaves this game alive Her skill in identifying
murder victims was worldrenowned, but Eve
Duncan worked only for law enforcement
and the families of innocent victims. The
man on the other end of the phone was
anything but law-abiding or innocent. She’d
already turned down his oﬀer twice, but the
third time it comes with a grisly warning.
Forced to accept, Eve will leave everything
and everyone she loves to travel alone to
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

the luxurious armed compound of one of the
world’s most wanted criminals to identify a
skull he’s recovered. She’s agreed to this
devil’s bargain to save an innocent family,
but also for a reason she can’t admit to the
police, to the CIA, to anyone. For the man in
the Colombian jungle promises Eve what
she wants most of all—the key to solving the
most painful mystery of her past.
Crossed Over Beverly Lowry 2011-07-27
One mother's son is killed in a tragic
accident; another's daughter murders two
people in a wild rage. From these bitter
facts, Beverly Lowry--the ﬁrst child's mother
and an acclaimed novelist--has fashioned a
memoir in which the objectivity of truecrime reportage resonates with acute
feeling and even, ultimately, with
redemption. In Houston, in the early
morning hours of June 13, 1983, twentythree-year-old Karla Faye Tucker showed up
with two friends at the apartment of a man
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they hated, Jerry Lynn Dean. Fired by a lost
weekend of drugs and bravado, during
which their grievances against Jerry Lynn
became magniﬁed out of all proportion, they
had it in mind to steal motorcycle parts.
Maybe to scare him a little. But by the time
they left, both Dean and his chance, onenight companion had been murdered with
such thorough wickedness as to ensure
Karla's place among the handful of young
white women on Death Row in this country.
The next fall, outside of Austin, Beverly
Lowry's son Peter, after an increasingly
troubled adolescence, was back in high
school and back living at home when he was
killed--an unsolved hit-and-run. He was
eighteen. The despair that descended into
Lowry's life seemed without end, but
eventually and almost inevitably she
became obsessed by the beautiful young
killer whose photograph she'd seen in a
Houston newspaper. "If Peter hadn't been
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

killed," she writes, "I would not have made
that ﬁrst trip up to see Karla Faye." In
Crossed Over, Beverly Lowry reveals how
Tucker, a full-time addict and part-time
prostitute, had been dealt this fate as a
child--only to pursue it relentlessly herself in
Houston's violent subculture of bikers and
outlaws. Working backward from the
murders, Lowry delves into character and
motive, looking for reasons that might
explain these unthinkable acts. But this is
also an account of the unlikely and powerful
friendship between a writer--a mother-coming to terms with her loss and a young
woman who, even under the sentence of
death, begins the life she'd never before
had a chance to lead. Crossed Over is a
story of crime and punishment, but more
importantly it explores the connection
between grief and hope, and between
diﬀerent kinds of victims. In the end, what
Beverly Lowry uncovers is the unexpected
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ability of life, however blighted the
circumstances, to assert its best, most
urgent claim upon us.
Silencing Eve Iris Johansen 2013-10-01 In
this thrilling - and shocking - conclusion to
the latest Eve Duncan trilogy, the prey is
cornered and the secrets of Eve's past might
ultimately become her undoing. 250,000
ﬁrst printing.
The Face of Deception The Killing Game
The Search Iris Johansen 1999 When
wealthy businessman John Logan oﬀers her
a seemingly routine job of recreating the
face of an unknown murder victim from a
skull, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan suddenly
ﬁnds herself the target of ruthless and
powerful enemies who will stop at nothing to
prevent the truth from being revealed.After
the murder of her daughter Bonnie and
years of work as a forensic sculptor, Eve had
hoped to ﬁnd some solace in semiretirement. But when her friend Joe Quinn
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

informs her of the unearthing of multiple
bodies, including those of children, Eve
cannot resist getting caught up. Those
bones may be Bonnie's, and somewhere out
there is a dangerous serial murderer. With
Joe's loyal help, Eve grimly sets out to ﬁnd a
killer. Determined to remain objective, Eve
begins to reconstruct the face of one of the
victims. But the killer wants her to become
involved, and manipulates Eve's life like a
puppeteer. Terriﬁed of the killer but spurred
on by her memories of Bonnie, Eve takes a
gamble with her life. She will do whatever
the murderer demands: she will be the bait,
betting her life for the chance to save
others. As part of an elite K-9 search and
rescue team, Sarah Patrick and her golden
retriever, Monty, have a gift for ﬁnding what
no one else can. But their latest assignment
is not like the others. This time Sarah is
being forced to take part in a deadly mission
... by a man who knows enough about her
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past to ensure her cooperation.
The Killing Hour Lisa Gardner 2003-07-15
Each time he struck, he took two victims.
Day after day, he waited for the ﬁrst body to
be discovered--a body containing all the
clues the investigators needed to ﬁnd the
second victim, who waited...prey to a slow
but certain death. The clock ticked-salvation was possible. The police were
never in time. Years have passed; but for
this killer, time has stood still. As a heat
wave of epic proportions descends, the
game begins again. Two girls have
disappeared...and the clock is ticking.
Rookie FBI agent Kimberly Quincy knows the
killer’s deadline can be met. But she’ll have
to break some rules to beat an exactingly
vicious criminal at a game he’s had time to
perfect. For the Killing Hour has arrived....
Blind Alley Iris Johansen 2004 Forensic
sculptor Eve Duncan confronts her ultimate
challenge when she is asked to identify the
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

victims of a vicious serial killer who is going
to remarkable lengths to hide the identity of
his victims, but her task faces unexpected
challenges that could turn her own life
upside down. (Suspense)
Taking Eve Iris Johansen 2013-04-16
Hoping for a more peaceful time after
learning the tragic truth about her child's
disappearance years earlier, forensic
sculptor Eve Duncan is entreated by
desperate father Jim Doane to learn the
truth about his missing son, a case that is
complicated by Jim's twisted agenda. By the
best-selling author of Eve. 300,000 ﬁrst
printing.
Lion's Bride Iris Johansen 2008-08-26 A
sizzling novel of passion, peril, and searing
sensuality from “a master among master
storytellers” (Aﬀaire de Coeur)—a magical
weaver of spellbinding tales, enticing
characters, and unforgettable romance. The
darkly handsome warrior found her in the
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hot desert night, the last survivor of a
caravan devastated by a brutal attack. But
Thea could hardly have found a less likely
savior. Brooding and powerful, the infamous
Lord Ware felt no need to rescue a total
stranger, but Thea’s striking beauty and
ﬁghting spirit moved him. So the knight in
tarnished armor carried her away to his
secret stronghold at Dundragon, where she
would become his prisoner, his tormentor,
his lover . . . and the one weapon his deadly
enemy could use to destroy him.
Smokescreen Iris Johansen 2019-07-30 In
this pulse-pounding thriller from #1 New
York Timesbestselling author Iris Johansen,
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan journeys to
Africa to help families torn apart by a violent
attack deep in the jungle -- but she may be
putting herself in more danger than she
knows. A journalist shows up on Eve
Duncan's doorstep with a plea for help. Jill
Cassidy has just come from a small African
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

village with a heart wrenching story: half the
villagers -- many of them children -- have
been killed in a horriﬁc attack by guerilla
soldiers, the bodies burned beyond
recognition. Now, the families desperately
need Eve's help to get closure and begin to
heal. But when Eve arrives in the remote
jungle, she begins to suspect that Jill's plea
may have been a cover story for a deeper,
more sinister plot. Isolated and unsure who
she can trust, Eve ﬁnds herself stranded in
an unstable country where violence
threatens to break out again at any moment
and with only her own instincts to rely on if
she hopes to get home to her family alive . .
. #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris
Johansen is back with one of her most
exhilarating and dangerous adventures yet
in this "riveting" high-stakes thriller
(Publishers Weekly).
Dark Tribute Iris Johansen 2019-03-26 New
York Times bestseller Iris Johansen is back
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with another high octane thriller that will
leave your mind racing and your heart
pounding. Despite her tragic childhood,
violin prodigy Cara Delaney has ﬁnally found
peace in her career as a professional
musician and stability in her relationship
with her guardians, forensic sculptor Eve
Duncan and ex-Navy SEAL Joe Quinn. If only
Jock Gavin, Cara's lifelong friend and a man
with his own twisted history, would come
back into her life, everything would be
perfect. But the carefully constructed world
Cara has built for herself is suddenly
threatened when she is kidnapped by a
mysterious man trying to settle a score
against her family, setting oﬀ a violent chain
of events that puts everyone Cara loves in
danger. Now, Cara will have to use every
instinct she has to stay one step ahead, or
else she’ll pay the deadly tribute of her
family’s dark past. Praise for Iris Johansen:
"A tantalizing puzzle...fans of paranormal
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

suspense will be rewarded." —Publishers
Weekly "A fun read ﬁlled with plenty of
action and mystery...Eve Duncan did not
disappoint!" —Criminal Element on
Shattered Mirror
Killer Dreams Iris Johansen 2006-05-30 The
#1 New York Times bestselling author of
Countdown returns with a knock-out
suspense thriller that pits a mother and son
against a killer who's the stuﬀ of
nightmares. If you close your eyes, he’ll get
you. Sophie Dunston knows all too well how
dreams can kill. As one of the nation’s top
sleep therapists, she specializes in the lifethreatening night terrors that her ten-yearold son, Michael, suﬀers from. But she is
also an expert in another kind of terror–the
kind that can turn a dream life into a living
nightmare in the blink of an eye. Someone is
watching. He’s a shadowy ﬁgure from out of
her darkest fears and he hasn’t forgotten
her. In one shocking moment of violence,
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he’d shattered Sophie’s world forever and
left her with only one thing to live for: her
son. But the nightmare isn’t over for Sophie
Dunston. It’s just begun. He’s been waiting.
Sophie was supposed to die the ﬁrst time
around, but fate intervened. This time he’ll
make sure that not even a miracle will save
her. It wasn’t a miracle that saved Jock
Gavin, but it was pretty close. A semiretired
hit man, commando, and jack-of-all-deadlytrades, he knows what Sophie is up
against–and that she’ll need help. But the
man he’s chosen for the job is as
unpredictable as he is dangerous. Matt Royd
is a wild card–hard, cool, merciless–and
putting him into play changes the game
completely. But to whose advantage?
Sophie will soon ﬁnd out. She will have to
trust Royd because she has no choices left.
Because the bogeyman haunting her
dreams is all too real and he’s on the hunt
again. Because the nightmare he’s got
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

planned for Sophie won’t end when she
wakes up screaming. It won’t end. Ever.
The Killing Game Iris Johansen 2012-07-12 A
merciless killer on the hunt . . . An innocent
child in his sights . . . A woman driven to the
edge to stop him . . . The killer knows Eve
Duncan all too well. He knows the pain she
feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie,
whose body has never been found. He
knows that as one of the nation's top
forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying
the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluﬀ near
Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows she
won't be able to resist the temptation of
believing that one of those skeletons might
be her daughter's. But that is only the
beginning of the killer's sadistic game. He
wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace
in the hole to make sure she complies. And
he won't stop playing until he claims the
prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Body of Lies Iris Johansen 2003-03-04 Eve
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Duncan, the signature character of #1 New
York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen,
thought her past was long buried. Until she
ﬁnds herself tracking a killer so deceptive he
leaves no trace behind—except for his
victims. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan has
been summoned to Baton Rouge by a highranking government oﬃcial to identify the
remains of an unknown murder victim. Eve
wants nothing to do with the project. She
has ﬁnally found peace from her own tragic
past, living a quiet life with Atlanta detective
Joe Quinn and her adopted daughter, Jane.
Then a stunning series of seemingly
unrelated events turns Eve’s new world
upside down. Now, in a special government
facility, she takes on the project of
identifying the victim’s skeleton. But she
hasn’t even begun when another death
occurs. Someone totally ruthless, who can
strike anywhere at any time and with
seeming immunity, is determined to put a
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

halt to her work, her life, and the lives of
those she loves. Eve has stumbled onto a
chilling conspiracy. There is only one person
who can give her the devastating truth . . .
and he’s already dead.
Blink of an Eye Roy Johansen 2021-02-02 A
#1 New York Times bestselling author and
an Edgar Award winner team up to deliver
this gripping new novel featuring
investigator Kendra Michaels—whose
observational skills are worthy of a modernday Sherlock Holmes. Delilah Winter is one
of the hottest pop stars on the planet, so
how in the world was she kidnapped right in
the middle of a show at the famous
Hollywood Bowl? If anyone can ﬁgure it out,
it's Dr. Kendra Michaels, who works with
local and federal authorities on only the
most impossible cases. Blind for the ﬁrst
twenty years of her life until a revolutionary
surgical procedure allowed her to regain her
sight, Kendra uses her powers of
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observation—honed during her years in the
dark—to detect what other investigators
don't. She agrees to lead the race to rescue
the young singer before time runs out.
Joined by Jessie Mercado, the singer's
former bodyguard and a military hero,
Kendra closes in on the hideout location but
not before casualties mount up. Desperate
for leads, Kendra must set aside her
personal feelings when agent-for-hire Adam
Lynch also volunteers his special skills to aid
in the search. But as the abductor's true
purpose becomes clear, the trio uncover a
plot they never could have
imagined—leading to a showdown they
won't soon forget.
The Killing Game Iris Johansen 2003-08-26
A merciless killer on the hunt...an innocent
child in his sights...a woman driven to the
edge to stop him... The killer knows Eve
Duncan all too well. He knows the pain she
feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie,
iris-johansen-the-killing-game

whose body has never been found. He
knows that as one of the nation's top
forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying
the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluﬀ near
Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows she
won't be able to resist the temptation of
believing that one of those skeletons might
be her daughter's. But that is only the
beginning of the killer's sadistic game. He
wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace
in the hole to make sure she complies. And
he won't stop playing until he claims the
prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Tombstone Courage J. A. Jance 2009-03-17
With grit, courage and dogged
determination, Joanne challenged the status
quo -- and won. Now, as newly elected
Sheriﬀ of Cochise County, Arizona, she must
battle the prejudice and hostility of a
mistrustful, male-dominated police force -and solve a grisly double homicide that
threatens to tear the sleepy desert
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community to pieces. For the two bodies
baking in the harsh Southwestern sun are
connected by sinister threads that reach
back generations -- and by devastating
family secrets of greed, hatred and shocking
abuse that could destroy the innocent along
with the guilty.
London's Perfect Scoundrel Suzanne Enoch
2009-10-13 A determined young lady vows
to give one of London's infamous rakes his
comeuppance -- but when the rogue turns
the tables, who truly learns a lesson in love?
Beloved Sinner The ton gossips call him
"Saint" -- but the Marquisof St. Aubyn has
well earned his reputation as London's
perfect scoundrel. Evelyn Ruddick knows
she should avoid him at all costs -- but the

iris-johansen-the-killing-game

strikingly beautiful lady wants to aid the
children of the Heart of Hope Orphanage,
and he heads the board of trustees. Evie is
determined to teachthe charming, arrogant
man a lesson in compassion, but it won't be
so easy -- especially since his touch is
setting her desire aﬂame, making Evie
yearn to submit to his passionate instruction
... The idea of joining in her "project" is
unthinkable, but this enchantress refuses to
give up! So what else is there for a selfrespecting rake to do but seduce the lady?
Yet soon it is he who is beingseduced by
Evie's tender heart and ﬁery blushes. Could
the temptation of long, passionate nights in
her arms bring about the impossible? Could
the disreputable Saint at long last be
reformed?
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